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The race among handsets with Android 4.0 ICS operating system has been started. HTC has
become a major player in this race and it has installed the update in the HTC XE. An updated Sense
UI has also been included which carries the version number 3.6. As per the information received as
yet, the seeding of Android 4.0 update to Sensation XE units has been started in the Germany and
the Nordic countries. But, it is being expected that the XE with update will be launched in Europe
soon. On the other hand, the day is not far away when we will see the global availability of the
handset with update.

It is very easy to check whether the update is available in your region or not. You can see it in the
Settings menu of your handset under Software updates. Around 300 MB file is needed to be
download in order to get the update. Besides, it will be better if you connect internet on your handset
through Wi-Fi.

The Sensation XE is smart phone with a number of astounding features. For instance, it has an 8
MP snapper with features like autofocus, dual-LED flash, geo-tagging, touch-focus, image
stabilization, face detection and instant capture. The gadget comprises of GPRS and Wi-Fi for
connecting internet. You find various internet apps also in this device, such as Google Search,
Maps, Gmail, YouTube, Google Talk and Picasa integration. The browser is HTML enabled with
support of WAP and Abode Flash. Media player is for the entertainment freaks, which supports the
file formats like MP3, AAC+, WAV, WMA XviD, MP4, H.263, H.264 and WMV. Besides, stereo FM
radio with RDS can be marked as another entertainment feature. TV-out feature is also embedded
in this handset which facilitates you to watch the visuals and images available in your handset, on
your television screen. The HTC Sensation XE pay monthly @  www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/htc-
sensation-xe-pay-monthly.html is a touch screen gadget and weighs 150 grams.

Moreover, this handset is available with beneficial contract deals under which you get a lot of offers
such as free connection, reduced or free line rental for some months, cash back offers; free talk
time minutes, free text messages and some wonderful technology products as free gifts. The HTC
Sensation XE @  www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk  has already created a huge customer-base for
HTC brand. Now the Android 4.0 update will add more spice to the handset, and the users will be
able to use the gadget with much better functionality.
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